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Ljubljana –  November 30
th
, 2009 

NETWORK AND DIGITALIZATION OF ART CINEMAS 

Kinodvor, November 24.-25. 2009 

 Conference entitled “Networks and the digitization of art cinemas” was opened by Nina 
Peče, Director of Kinodvor, municipal cinema. Kinodvor organized the conference in cooperation 
with Europa Cinemas and Slovenian Film Fund in order to gather representatives of film industry in 
Slovenia, and provide them with important information and examples of national and international 
cinema networks. In doing so, the main goal was to sensitize Slovenian cinemas and public 
authorities to the relevant and present issues of cinematography, especially the topic of digital 
transition of cinemas. 

       

Conference was built around contributions of eminent foreign experts who have presented 
cases of national and international networks and the issue of digitization of cinemas, together with 
some examples of different approaches to this topic of other European countries.  

 

 

From left to right: Koen van Daele (Assistant Director Kinodvor), Aleš Uhan (Cinema Network project coordinator for Kinodvor), Markéta 
Colin Hoduskova (Europa Cinemas - Coordinator for Central and Eastern Europe), Nina Peče (Director of Kinodvor), Maeve Cook (Director of 

Access Cinema, Ireland), Miroslav Sochor (film producer and DCI expert, Czech Republic), Sylvie da Rocha, (Managing director of CICAE - 
Internationnale Confédération des Cinemas d'Art et d'Essai) 

 

Maeve Cook, director of Access Cinema, resource organisation for regional cultural cinema 
exhibition in Ireland, presented a very successful operational model of national cinema network in a 
country that shares many similarities in film culture with Slovenia. Therefore it comes as no surprise 
that key aims of Access Cinema closely resembles to some of the objectives of Slovenian cultural 
policy in the field of cinema, as it aims at giving local audiences the opportunity to see a range of 
cinema programme, not usually available on commercial screens and support domestic film 
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production. Access Cinema also acts as an information resource, offering advice and expertise in the 
area of film programming and technical presentation and is undertaking a lobbying/advocacy role on 
behalf of the included cinemas within the larger arts and film sector. 

Markéta Colin Hodouskova, representative of Europa Cinemas, first international film 
theatre network for the diversity and promotion of European cinema presented the MEDIA, MAEE, 
EURIMAGES and EUROMED programmes. Slovenian cinemas were invited to follow Kinodvor, 
Cankarjev dom, Metropol city cinema, Art kino Odeon and Kino Sora into joining Europa Cinemas and 
gain an additional support source. It was also pointed out that membership eligibility terms can be 
met by forming “mini networks”, connecting local cinemas and combining the results. An initiative to 
form a national cinema network was characterized as very positive and perhaps a necessity when 
confronting the challenges of modern cinema. Digitalization of cinema was highlighted in this matter 
and stressed that although it represents an existential threat for small cinemas on the one hand, it 
offers a number of opportunities and proliferation of film culture on the other. 

 
Sylvie da Rocha, managing director of CICAE - Internationnale Confédération des Cinemas 

d'Art et d'Essai. CICAE has been working to promote and to ensure diversity of film culture in the 
international arena since 1955. Sylvie highlighted the importance of cinema networking and the 
importance of a systematic support to film culture when trying to diversity film programme and 
promote quality and artistic film especially at times when the cinemas are facing new technological 
challenges.  

 
 Miroslav Sochor, a representative of UPP (Universal Production Partners), post production 
house in Czech Republic, a film producer and a DCI (Digital Cinema Initiatives) expert has presented 
international technical standards for digitalization of cinemas. Due to many advantages of using the 
new equipment in quality of cinema experience, new programming options and savings in film 
production, distribution and exhibition, digitalization is no longer a question of ‘if’, but rather of 
‘when’. This is why many European countries, including Czech Republic have prepared a public 
support scheme for digitalization of cinemas. 
 

 
Miroslav Sochor (film producer and DCI expert, UPP - Czech Republic) during the presentation of national model of cinema digitalization 

with support of public funds in Czech Republic. 
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Brede Hovland, Norwegian film producer whose work includes a large number of film 
projects from short films to documentaries, and to say the least an Europa Cinemas Label awarded 
film "Nord" (2009), presented the Norwegian film situation in the light of the transition to digital 
cinema technology. It was via Film & Kino organization that Norwegian Film Fund contributed 12 
million euros (€) for the project of cinema digitalization of mainly local cinemas. Estimated 80-90% of 
costs are saved per film prints and an average of €50,000 is saved with every domestic film product. 
Global transition to digital cinema technology is expected within the decade. 

       

  Among the numerous participants high attendance of cinema representatives in Slovenia 
was noticeable (Art kino Odeon, Party Max Murska Sobota, Festival Velenje, Linhartova dvorana 
Radovljica, Mestni kino Ptuj, Mestni kino Metropol Celje, Avditorij Portotož, KD Franca Bernika 
Domžale, Kino Zagorje, Kino Rogaška, Kino Črnomelj, Delavski dom Trbovlje, JZK Litija, ZKD Grosuplje, 
KUD Primož Trubar Velike Lašče, Kosovelov dom Sežana, KD Slovenj Gradec, Kino Vrhnika, Slovenska 
Kinoteka and also Planet Tuš in Kinoklub Vič – Kolosej Kinematografi). There was also a 
representative from neighboring Croatian cinema (Art-kino Croatia) present, as well as 
representatives of Slovenian Film Fund, film distributers (Karantanija Cinemas, Demiurg and 
Cinemania Group), film producers, film festivals, representatives of local communities, a 
representative of European Commission in Slovenia, as well as Academy of theatre, radio, film and 
television and other interested public.  

Left: Public discussion involving representative of Slovenian film industry on how to establish a national cinema network and how to 
approach the issue of digital cinema  / Right: Rune Denstad Langlo and Brede Hovland in Q&A session after the »Nord« premiere. 

       

The conference also provided with a platform for public discussion which formed around the 
topics of establishing a working model of national cinema network and digitalization of cinemas. 
Participating cinemas reached a consensus that digitalization of cinemas is in their mutual interest 
and agreed to address the authorities with this issue and a recommendation to make digitalization of 
cinemas a priority of national cultural policy and priority of regional development programmes. 

       

 The conference included screenings of two “Europa Cinemas Label” awarded films in 
distribution of Demiurg. Namely the film "Tricks" (Sztucki, Andrzej Jakimowski, Poland, 2007, 96 ') 
and the film "Nord" (Rune Denstad Langlo, Norway, 2009, 78 '), which concluded the conference with 
a premiere in the presence of film producer and the director. 


